Protect your reception

Although cases of violence against front-of-house staff are rare, it’s still a good idea to make some commonsense precautions to prepare for the worst. Glenys Bridges offers some advice.

As the current socio-economic climate leads people into circumstances over which they have no control, they’re more likely to vent their displeasure at everyone who frustrates them. There can be no doubt that over the coming months, as times get harder, increasing numbers of our patients will feel economically traumatised and more likely to be react badly when we cannot meet their needs in the way they ideally wish. Historically, dental patients’ behaviour toward their dental careers has been good when compared to our medical colleagues, especially those in emergency medicine. However, this may not continue to be the case in the light of the current socio-economic climate.

Violent crime against individuals is fortunately still rare, but there is a real need to put in place sensible and commonsense precautions, formalised in practice policy and followed through with training as preparation for worst-case scenarios. This preparation should include a range of practical and behavioral measures to enable individuals to understand how their behaviour may contribute to the build-up of critical events for example:

Body language
Fifty-five per cent of any message we give out is unconscious. What’s more, we are constantly giving out these signals and other people are reading our body language all the time. Try to be aware at all times, stand erect, walk straight, don’t necessarily look people straight in the eyes, but let them know that you know that you are interested in them and want to provide them with good care and services.

Raising the alarm
At the front of house, receptionists are often quite isolated from their colleagues, and when a potential flashpoint is building up this becomes problematic. Timely action can defuse this build-up. Initially it is vital to discreetly alert colleagues in the treatment rooms that a situation is brewing or has reached a point of real concern.

Many practices have a panic alarm that probably has more value for reassuring reception staff than offering a constructive contribution to managing critical incidents. Make sure a robust communication channel is available. Many dental computer software packages have a ‘red screen’ function, which can be used by receptionists to discreetly summon low-key support from treatment rooms.

Now that CPD is required as part of the commitment of dental registrants to keeping their skills up to date and relevant, all DCPs and non-registered members of the team such as receptionists need to ensure they include aspects of personal development, such as how to respond to undesirable behaviour from patients. This is one of the subjects covered in the CPD for DCPs courses provided for in-practice learning by the Dental Resource Company (www.dental-resource.com).

About the author
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The Clearstep System

The Clearstep System is a fully comprehensive, invisible orthodontic system, able to treat patients as young as 7.

Based around 5 key elements, including expansion, space closure/creation, alignment, final detailing and extra treatment options such as function jaw correction.

The Clearstep System is designed to treat any malocclusion efficiently and invisibly, no matter how severe.

GDP friendly, with our specialist orthodontic faculty providing full diagnostic input and treatment planning, no orthodontic experience is necessary. As your complete orthodontic toolbox, Clearstep empowers the General Practitioner to step into the world of orthodontics and benefit not only their patients, but their practice too.

Personal Accreditation
Receive a visit from a Clearstep Account Manager, providing a personal accreditation in your practice at a time convenient to you.

Further Courses
Once accredited, further your orthodontic expertise with our hands on course, where you will learn sectional fixed skills and other methods to reduce your costs and treatment times.

Clearstep Advanced Techniques
Hands On Course dates for 2009
29th June - 1st July London
1st - 3rd December London

To find out what Clearstep can do for you contact us today.
01342 337910
info@clearstep.co.uk
www.clearstep.co.uk